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Home Study page 98

Write the sentences in exercise 1.

fur
Some people 
wear fur coats. horn

Rhinos have a 
horn on their 
head.

ivory
Elephant 
tusks are 
made of 
ivory.

tusk
Elephants have 
two big tusks.

extinct
Dinosaurs are 
extinct.

destroy
People destroy 
forests.

endangered
Gorillas 
are an 
endangered 
species.

hunt
People hunt 
whales for their 
meat.

Listen and point. Say the sentences.

2

1
Track 25
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Answer the questions.

 1 Why do people go to English classes? 

  ________________________________________________________________________.

 2 Why do people sleep at night?  

  ________________________________________________________________________.

 3 Why do people wear sweaters? 

  ________________________________________________________________________.

Answer the questions.
 1 Which is the most delicious candy? _________________________

 2 Which is the most interesting book? _________________________

 3 Which is the most dangerous animal? _________________________

 4 Who is the most successful singer / group? _________________________

Match the questions to 
the answers.

Search: Why

1 Why do people Because they want to find 

go to the zoo? information.

2 Why do people  

use the internet? Because they want to see a movie.

3 Why do people 

take medicine? Because they want to see animals.

4 Why do people 

go to the movie theater? Because they’re sick.

2

  ________________________________________________________________________

 1 Which is the most delicious candy? 

  

 1

Why do people go to the zoo? 
Because they want to see 

animals.

1
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   Because people kill them for their horns.

   Because people eat their eggs.

   Because they want to make shoes.

   Because they want their fur.

    Because people use bamboo, 

the pandas’ food, to build houses.

1 an Why endangered species pandas are? 

 __________________________________________________________?

2 tigers hunt Why people do?

 __________________________________________________________?

3 are Why an endangered species rhinos?

 __________________________________________________________?

4 extinct sea turtles becoming Why are?

 __________________________________________________________?

5 crocodiles Why do hunt people?

 __________________________________________________________?

Unscramble the questions.

Why are pandas an endangered species

Number the answers to the questions
in exercise 1 in the correct order.

1

Listen and check.

1

2

3
Track 26
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Draw each animal in exercise 1 in its habitat.2

                       W
e are animals!

We are elephants.
Don’t kill us, don’t you dare!
Killing big elephants just isn’t fair.
Why don’t you leave us elephants alone?
The jungle’s where an elephant feels at home!

We are gray whales.
Don’t kill us, don’t you dare! 
Killing big whales just isn’t fair.
Why don’t you leave us swimming in the sea?
That is where a whale is happy to be!

We are crocodiles,
Don’t kill us, don’t you dare!
Killing long crocodiles just isn’t fair.
Why don’t you leave us at the riverside?
That is where crocodiles like to hide!

1
Track 27
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Read the text about animals in danger.

 More than 550 species of mammals are in danger of extinction. Why do animals 

become extinct? Often it’s because people destroy their habitat and the food they 

eat. Sometimes it’s because people hunt them for their fur or their meat. Did you 

know that about half of the world’s animal species live in the South American rain 

forests? Each year people destroy part of the rain forest as big as the country of 

Switzerland. Why do they do this? Because they want to build new farms and roads.

 Why are sea animals in danger of extinction as well? Because people pollute the 

oceans. They throw chemical waste and sewage into the water. Sometimes there are 

accidents at sea and oil from oil tankers flows into the water, too. This destroys the 

animal food supply.

 Scientists started the World Wildlife Fund in 1961 to help protect animals in danger 

of extinction. Help the World Wildlife Fund to help the animals of our planet.

Make a poster for an animal in danger of extinction.

animals in danger.

1

2
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Look at the information in the writing help box.

Write about plants in danger.

 More than 600 plant species _________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________. 

 Why _____________________________________________________________________________?

 Because ________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________.

 Did you know that some ______________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________?

 Why are marine plants _______________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________?

 Because people _______________________________________________________________.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________.

   plants in danger.   plants in danger.   plants in danger.   plants in danger.

Number of plants in danger:  More than 600 plant species

Why are they in danger? People destroy their habitat.

  They pick them.

  They walk on them.

Interesting facts:  Some endangered plants are 

very beautiful and some 

eat meat!

Marine plants: In danger of extinction as well.

Why are they in danger? People pollute the oceans.

   They throw chemical waste and 

sewage in the water.

1

2
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Choose the best title for Jimmy’s dinosaur book in exercise 1.

  The Hungry Dinosaur  Friendly Dinosaurs  The Most Dangerous Dinosaur

Listen and read. Visitors in the night!Visitors in the night!

Choose the best title for Jimmy’s dinosaur book in exercise 1.

1
2

Jimmy was in bed reading a book about the 

Tyrannosaurus Rex, the most dangerous of the 

meat-eating dinosaurs. 

“Go to sleep, now, Jimmy!” said his mom.

“I’m doing my homework,” said Jimmy. 

The dinosaur took Jimmy’s hand. 
“Why are you holding my hand?” asked Jimmy. 

“Because I’m going to eat your hand first …” 

“Oh no, you’re not!” shouted Jimmy.

That night Jimmy had a nightmare. A Tyrannosaurus 
Rex was sitting on him! 
“Why are you here?” asked Jimmy. 
“Because I’m hungry,” said the dinosaur. 
“And YOU are my food!” 

“Why are you shouting?” asked his mom. 

“Because there’s a dinosaur on me!” said Jimmy. 

Mom laughed. There wasn’t a dinosaur on his tummy. 

There was just a huge book about the life of the 

Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

2

43

1

Jimmy was in bed reading a book about the 

Tyrannosaurus Rex, the most dangerous of the 

meat-eating dinosaurs. 

“Go to sleep, now, Jimmy!” said his mom.

“I’m doing my homework,” said Jimmy. 

The dinosaur took Jimmy’s hand. 
“Why are you holding my hand?” asked Jimmy. 

“Because I’m going to eat your hand first …” 

“Oh no, you’re not!” shouted Jimmy.

3

1
Track 28
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This is a … .

3 Talk about what you found out.

1

2

dolphin

turtle

dog

horse

cow

giraffe

elephant

rhino

cat

monkey

hippo

Circle the animals you think are in danger of extinction.

Work in small groups. Find out about an endangered 
animal. Complete the information below.

 Name: _________________________________________________________________

 Country: _______________________________________________________________

 Reason the animal is endangered:

 __________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________
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